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GERMAN in 10 minutes a dayÂ® Book 132-page illustrated workbook Full color throughout

Organized in 25 easy steps, by essential categories 150 Sticky Labels for home and office

Ready-made Flash Cards Cut-out Menu Guide Pronunciation Guide Over 300 Free Words Glossary

of over 2,000 new words, definitions and pronunciation GERMAN in 10 minutes a dayÂ® CD-ROM

Included with the 10 minutes a dayÂ® Book Special language learning software features interactive

Sticky Labels, Flash Cards, Colors and Numbers See and hear the words as you play with them on

your computer screen PC and Mac friendly Whether you re celebrating Oktoberfest, skiing the Alps

or exploring your German heritage, you ll have more fun if you can speak the language! GERMAN

in 10 minutes a dayÂ® with CD-ROM teaches you everything you ll need to make your travel

experiences extraordinary. Order a round of Bier , ask for directions, and make new friends, entirely

in German! This book/CD-ROM combo is a complete, hands-on language learning experience and

your passport to this wonderful culture.
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I've been learning Russian by self study for the last couple of years and recently decided to brush

up on my German as well. I've purchased a LOT of language learning products as of late, and I've

found that the quality and effectiveness of learning materials can vary greatly. I bought the Russian

version of this text and was incredibly disappointed. I was in a bookstore recently and checked out



the German version. Yup, more of the same. This book might be okay for kids, but it's not a serious

learning tool. Learning a language in ten minutes a day may be a fun fantasy, but the resources

available in this series of books won't do much to help you learn German.On the surface the book

looks great - big pictures, stickers, activities, flash cards and a laminated "pocket pal" with a short

list of phrases and such. The problem with these resources is that they all fall short when scrutinized

individually. There aren't enough flash cards, and the words that are chosen are sort of odd. Some

are obvious for the beginner, but many just leave me scratching my head as to why they picked

them. The activities in the book are the best part, but as a workbook, it's only average. The stickers

are a good idea in theory, but are you really going to put stickers on objects all around your house?

The "pocket pal" phrasebook would be a decent idea, but it's a real pain to get out of the book (I had

to cut it out with a razor knife), and it's too big to fit comfortably in your pocket when folded up.

Because this book tries to be everything to everyone it falls short on all counts.One thing you'll

notice about most of the five-star reviews listed here for this book is that often it's the only review

that the "reviewer" has made. I find that very suspicious, don't you?
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